FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL PARKING REGULATIONS VISIT THE LUPD WEBSITE AT:
http://www.liberty.edu/lupd

Failure to comply with the Parking Rules and Regulations will result in the vehicle being towed at the registered owner’s expense.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

All vehicles are required to park in a marked parking space. They must park in the areas designated by their decal type during Operating Hours (from 12 Midnight – 4:30pm Monday through Friday). You may have to walk a distance or ride the shuttle—so plan extra time.

The PM10 lot (in front of DeMoss) is reserved Monday–Friday until 6:30 PM.

Signed spaces reserved for specific individuals and green diamonds marked with an “RD” in the center of the diamond are reserved parking for those individuals ONLY, at all times.

SILVER AND GREEN DIAMONDS are reserved for individuals with a silver Executive Decals (prefix “E”) or green Official Decals (Decal prefix “O”) from 12:00 midnight – 4:30 pm Monday – Friday. Freshmen are not permitted to park in these spots.

The following parking lots are reserved for LCA and TRBC students, faculty, and staff from 12:00 midnight – 4:30 pm Monday – Friday: PTR1, PTR2, PTR3, and PTR4.

A person may not register a vehicle owned or used by another student or employee. Falsification of the registration information may result in the vehicle being banned from campus and appropriate disciplinary action for the parties involved in the deception.

If at any time during the year your circumstances change and you will not be operating a vehicle on campus for the remainder of the year, the decal must be returned to LUPD.

The campus-wide speed limit is 15 MPH unless otherwise posted.

Decals must be affixed to the outside glass of the rear windshield, in the lower-left corner. Contact the LUPD front office for direction of proper placement of the decal if this location of the decal is not physically possible due to the vehicle’s configuration.

PARKING SUMMARY (continued)

Freshman Resident Parking:
- MF Decals – allow parking in PM18, PE05, and at Liberty Residential Annex
- HF Decals – allow parking in PM03, PE05, and at Liberty Residential Annex
- EF Decals – allow parking in PE03, PE05, and at Liberty Residential Annex

Resident Parking:
- M1 Decals – allow parking in PM14, PM15, PM16, PM17, PM18, Champion Circle, PE05, and Liberty Residential Annex
- H1 Decals – allow parking in PM03, PE05, and at Liberty Residential Annex
- H2 Decals – allow parking in PM18, PE05, and at Liberty Residential Annex for a reduced fee
- E1 Decals – allow parking in PE01, PE02, PE03, PE04, PE05, and at Liberty Residential Annex

Liberty Resident Annex Parking:
- RF Decals – allow parking at Liberty Residential Annex, PM03, and PE05
- R1 Decals – allow parking at Liberty Residential Annex, PM03, and PE05

MF, HF, EF, M1, H1, H2, E1, RF, and R1 Decals also allow parking in the following lots ONLY DURING University Breaks (fall, winter, and spring), Finals Week, and the summer term: PM03, PM04a, PM04b (including Carpool spaces), PM08, PM10a, PM14, PM15, PM16, PM17, PM18, Champion Circle, Eagle Run, Liberty Lane, PN01a, PN01b, PN01c, PN02 (including Carpool spaces), PN07, PE01, PE02, PE03, and PE04. These lots are also open Monday through Thursday from 4:30pm until 12 Midnight and from Friday at 4:30pm until Sunday Night at 12 Midnight, except PM10 (parking lot in front of Demoss) which is reserved Monday through Friday until 6:30pm.

Athletic Passes are only valid when properly displaying a current parking decal issued by LUPD. Athletic Passes also allow parking in lots designated on the individual pass only.

These rules and regulations are subject to change at any time. Any changes to parking will be posted under the LU Official Announcements section of the Liberty Login Page.